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The PULLMAN Hotel offers half of its 213 rooms with private terraces, with an exceptional sea view and its
outdoor spaces are open to the sea. As for the rooms, “Tristan Auer style” is the hallmark of the design. The
clean lines and the play of light evoke the cozy and luxurious atmosphere specific to the Riviera.
The spaces are places of life and exchange: lounge bar, restaurant, contemporary Mediterranean cuisine,
casino, discotheque, fitlounge, swimming pool, private beach, 1500m² of space for your events and meetings,
where everyone can work, relax, eat at any time and enjoy the moment….
Activities in the surrounding area include hiking, cycling and water sports. Guests can rent equipment for
water activities on site.The Château de la Napoule is 750 meters from the Pullman.Cannes city center is just 5
km away and Cannes-Mandelieu Airport is 1.5 km away.

HOTEL PULLMAN ****

Address :
605, Avenue Général de Gaulle
06210 Mandelieu-La Napoule
3,5 km from congress centre
34 mn walk for the congress centre
7 mn by bus/car
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Located on the port of La Napoule in the bay of Cannes, L'Ermitage de L'Oasis has been deploying its charms
since 1958, offering its guests a range of unique experiences.
If each of its 36 suites and rooms are a destination in their own right, cultivating uniqueness and confidential
comfort, its gardens house a permanent collection of works of art supplemented by the Logis d'Azur cultural
space, where aesthetes and walkers enjoy exhibitions as rare as they are exceptional.
Its heated outdoor swimming pool promises a relaxing break and its landing stage, direct access to the
Lérins Islands.
Epicureans will continue the experience at the table of the Bistrot de L'Oasis; will appreciate the sweet
creations from its Boutique or the finely selected nectars from its Cellar

ERMITAGE DE L’OASIS****

Address :
26, Avenue Henry Clews
06210 Mandelieu-La Napoule
4 km from congress centre
35 mn walk for the congress centre
10 mn by bus/car
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A few minutes from the congress centre, the 4* Goélia Mandelieu Riviera Resort residence is set in an
enclosed landscaped area of 6 hectares around a superb private lake bordered by a promenade, near the
famous Golf Old Course.
It is made up of elegant Provençal buildings and a 575m² outdoor swimming pool, a solarium terrace, a
tennis court, a multisports ground, several pétanque courts.
It has 160 suites and apartments, 416 m2 of meeting rooms with daylight, with a terrace overlooking the Old
Course golf course or even large and prestigious outdoor spaces with a view of the lake for coffee breaks and
aperitifs. Capacity: up to 250 People.

GOELIA MANDELIEU
RIVIERA RESORT****

Address :
4, Avenue Gaston de Fontmichel
06210 Mandelieu-La Napoule
1,4 km from congress centre
20 mn walk for the congress centre (along the river thanks to the signposted pedestrian route to the Center
Expo Congrès)
6 mn by bus/car
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Ideally located less than 400 m from the beach, and next to the Golf Old Course. The hotel is now renamed
CASAROSE .
It benefits from a complete renovation of the existing buildings, for an opening in June 2021, which will be
followed by multiple extensions in 2022 and 2023, in a style mixing colorful Californian retro and inspiration
from the beautiful hotels of the French Riviera of the 1960s.
A lifestyle hotel with a mixed atmosphere between Palm Springs and the chic and cool French Riviera, set in
a 12,000 m² landscaped park, on the edge of the Siagne, a waterway leading directly to the sea. is now made
up of 3 buildings with 56 rooms and suites, as well as a restaurant and a swimming pool.

HOTEL CASAROSE****

Address :
780 Av. de la Mer
06210 Mandelieu-la-Napoule
1,2 km from congress centre
13 mn walk
4 mn by car/bus
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The Îlot du Golf hotel is a 4-star establishment branded La Tour Collection, franchised Best Western Premier
Collection.
It enjoys a privileged location by the river, between golf courses and the sea.
Its original architecture combines tradition and modernity and revolves around a garden with swimming
pool, planted with palm trees, on the edge of Siagne.
The hotel benefits from direct and easy access to the sea in a few minutes from its private pontoon.
41 rooms and suites with terrace or balcony, with a chic & sober decoration inspired by the nautical universe.
The K restaurant offers simple and refined Italian cuisine.

HOTEL ILOT DU GOLF****

Address :
780, Avenue de la Mer
06210 Mandelieu-La Napoule
1,2 km from congress centre
13 mn walk
4 mn by car/bus
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Just 300m from the beaches, the 4-star Mercure Mandelieu hotel is the perfect address for a business
seminar, cocktail parties or events for up to 140 people.
Its capacity is 97 rooms and 311 m² of daylight meeting space.Beyond meetings, it is possible to organize
barbecues in the garden, a cocktail party, a Gala dinner but also nautical, sporting or cultural activities near
the hotel.

MERCURE MANDELIEU****

News 2021 – 2022: The hotel benefits from a complete renovation of the common areas, the rooms, the
meeting rooms and the restaurant in a modern and warm style on the theme: “AN OPEN DOOR ON AN
OASIS WITH REFLECTIONS OF THE AZUREENS”.
The customer finds all the charm of the destination declined in the decorative elements (sun, Mediterranean,
Esterel, Mimosa…).
The new concept "La table épicerie by Aix & Terra" offers to discover or rediscover a restaurant with Provençal
flavors. This Mediterranean anchorage is also present in the decoration of our newly renovated rooms facing
the patio.
Address :
6, Allée des Cormorans
06150 Cannes La Bocca
4,4 km from congress centre
10 mn by car/bus
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The Pierre & Vacances Premium complex "Les Rives de Cannes Mandelieu" is located within a 5-hectare
estate, on an island in the Siagne River.
Just 800 meters from the sea, it also has an outdoor swimming pool.
Mandelieu is a seaside resort with the largest marina in the Alpes-Maritimes and awarded the Station
Nautique label for the wide variety of water sports and activities it offers.

PIERRE ET VACANCES***

The architecture of the Rives de Cannes Mandelieu seduces with the authenticity of its architecture: tiled
roofs, colored shutters, arcades... It fits perfectly into this vast area of greenery.
The 178 apartments, some of which directly overlook the river, are tastefully decorated in the
Mediterranean spirit.
The 55 Studios, 107 2-room apartments and 17 3-room apartments are equipped with: Bathroom with
separate WC (except for the 2-person studios equipped for the disabled), plasma screens with French and
international channels, telephone socket and/or Internet and terrace, some facing the Siagne.
Address :
Rue de La Pinéa
06210 Mandelieu-La Napoule
3,5 km from congress centre
15 mn walk along the river
6 mn by car/bus
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Just 50 meters from the Center Expo Congrès, the ibis Cannes Mandelieu is a modern hotel with a bar.
It offers comfortable rooms in the center of Mandelieu, and respectively 5 and 10 minutes by car from the
beach and the center of Cannes.
The air-conditioned rooms have a desk and a flat-screen TV.
Breakfast is served from 04:00 to 12:00 and hot snacks are available 24 hours a day.
Providing several services, the friendly and attentive staff will be happy to help you 24 hours a day to
organize your stay on the Côte d'Azur.

Address :
802, Boulevard des Ecureuils
06210 Mandelieu-La Napoule

HOTEL IBIS ***

50 m from congress centre
Free car Park for 500 cars
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Located near the Siagne River in Mandelieu-la-Napoule, just 1.4 km from the beach, this apartment
residence offers an outdoor swimming pool and a terrace.
Zénitude Confort Cannes-Mandelieu offers independent and modern studios.
All studios include a flat-screen TV and internet connection. They also have a desk, wardrobe and telephone.
A buffet breakfast is served every morning in a breakfast room. All apartments have a kitchenette equipped
with a dishwasher and a microwave, as well as a dining area where you can eat.

ZENITUDE CONFORT
CANNES MANDELIEU***

Address :
180, Chemin de l’Olivet
06210 Mandelieu-La Napoule
1,4 km from congress centre
17 mn walk
4 mn by car/bus
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